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The Sims 3 Pets: Prima Official Game Guide (Prima Official Game Guides) [Asha Johnson] on theinnatdunvilla.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Revealing tutorials and walkthrough will step you through the proper care and
feeding of your new family friend.

This guide will give you an overview of the new stuff you can use in-game, and link to in-depth articles about
each new gameplay element. Console players do not get horses, nor small animals like lizards, snakes, and
rodents, but most other information should be pretty close. If you want a deeper experience, keep an eye out
for a good multi-expansion pack bundle in the future. If you are a Sims 3 console player, we do have a section
on our forum where you can connect with each other, click: Our boards support Wii as well, but this
Expansion only made it to one nintendo console -- the 3DS. Create-a-Pet Create-a-Pet is a powerful tool that
allows for creation of the the new pet types aside from minor Pets like chinchillas. The game comes with
many set breed patterns, and most types of animal coat are covered. You are limited to adults during Pet
creation. Sims Additions Sims get a couple pet-related traits, and six new Lifetime Wishes related to the
animals. They relate to befriending cats and dogs, making money with horses, collecting animals, and
adopting strays. Aside from this, they get interactions with the Pets, some new clothes, and a couple
Pet-related LTRs. The Pets There are four categories of Pets you can adopt or find. Dogs, Cats, Horses, and
Small Animals are all offered in the game. Getting the large Pets requires only that you adopt them with a
phone or computer. Small Pets need to be found in the wild by a Sim or Cat. Life and Death Large Pets can
breed, provided they know each other well enough. This will result in a Puppy, Kitten, or Foal. Pets will grow
old and die, and can return as ghosts and playable ghosts. You can have ghost kittens using a similar method
to making Ghost Babies requiring live female, ghost male. They can also be resurrected at the Science Facility
in town. Fear not, your pets can live on just like your Sims. Thanks to Jena and Alex for sending me shots of
this, saving me the trouble of testing it myself. Ambrosia does work for Pets, and can be done just like a
Ghost. As follows, with the tip provided by dolphinlover on Youtube click to see a video of this process: Have
Sim make Ambrosia 2. The only cause of death that can claim an animal is old age. Although dogs can swim,
they do not drown. Animals who are happy and have achieved 10, lifetime points will be nice, blue ghosts. A
pet that acieved less than that ill come back as a red ghost.. Dogs Dogs have a need for destruction. Even the
most well-behaved dog will want to tear something up once in a while. Cats Cats can collect small animals for
your Sim with their version of the hunting skill. Thankfully, you can get them a scratching post. If not, the
alternative is probably the couch. Horses Horses are the most fully-featured pet available. They offer a sick
new way of making money in racing, but particularly breeding, training, and selling horses. Studs even get
paid. Minor Pets Pets adds several new categories of minor pet that can be found by Sims or caught with a
Cat. They are birds, lizards, rodents, turtles, and snakes. You can learn all about them and see lists and prices
in the minor pets guide linked above. Befriending Wildlife Sims can befriend wildlife, and even get better at
doing so. You can see deer and Racoons, but the main targets to befriend will be the new wild horses.
Unicorns Unicorns are the new form of life in The Sims 3 Pets. They can bless and curse Sims and Pets alike,
and cause plants to grow or die using their magical reserves. They run super fast when mounted, to boot. That
is, if your Sim can handle it. Learn about how to get Unicorns and more in our guide. Just like Sims, Pets
accumulate Lifetime Happiness points from being happy. They can spend them on LTRs, some of which are
unique. And Of Course New Objects There are not very many new object types however. Cats get litter boxes,
there are animal houses and horses get all the things a horse would need to be comfy and train for racing. All
in all, this is a sturdy expansion pack but nothing yet can really compete with Ambitions for me. Are you sure
you want to report it? Use the form below to share your own experiences and provide helpful tips to other
readers.
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theinnatdunvilla.com has listed The Sims 3 Pets Prima Guide for only Â£! If you don't already own it, hurry and snatch it
up soon! Thank you Amber for the tip!

Chapter 3 : Carl's The Sims 3 Site: Game Help, Wiki, Guide, & Walkthrough
Amazon has just listed the Sims 3 Pets Prima Guide for Pre-Order. Right now you can grab it at a discounted price of $
($ full price). The listing gives us details on the guide & what it will cover.

Chapter 4 : The Sims 3 Wiki Guide - IGN
The Sims 3 Pets Prima Official Game Guide - In this site is not the similar as a answer calendar you purchase in a tape
collection or download off the web. Our higher than 12, manuals and Ebooks is the reason why.

Chapter 5 : The Sims 3 Pets: Prima Official Game Guide by Asha Johnson
The Sims 3 (Console): Prima Official Game Guide [Catherine Browne] on theinnatdunvilla.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. * Covers Xbox , PlayStation 3, AND Wii.

Chapter 6 : The Sims 3 Pets Expansion Pack
Walmart # This button opens a dialog that displays additional images for this product with the option to zoom in or out.
Tell us if something is incorrect.

Chapter 7 : Game UK: Sims 3 Pets Prima Guide for Â£ | SimsVIP
The Sims 3 Pets has 29 ratings and 0 reviews. Revealing tutorials and walkthrough will step you through the proper care
and feeding of your new family fr.
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